Agile Procurement
for Major Projects
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BUDGET

ArcBlue provides flexible procurement solutions
for projects of all sizes and levels of complexity.
We support the delivery of major projects through our team
of experienced procurement professionals who go beyond
ensuring governance to see their role as enabling effective
project delivery.

arcblue.com.au
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TIMELINE

02

QUALITY

‘Plug-in’ procurement
capability throughout
the project
From feasibility through to
completion, the success of
any major project relies on
the selection, engagement
and performance
management of key
contractors.

ArcBlue has extensive experience in partnering with Project
Teams to deliver successful procurement outcomes for projects.
By choosing to partner with us early in your journey, together
we can:

Their ability to respond to
the dynamic needs of the
project will impact on the
delivery of cost, time and
quality outcomes.

•
•
•

•
•

•

Make your project ready for success;
Reduce project risks by forward planning based on our
extensive experience delivering infrastructure projects;
Reducing errors, minimise assumptions and reduce variations;
Maximise value for money and avoid cost surprises;
Ensure your contracts reflect best practice and take account
of lessons learned on other significant projects; and
Boost negotiating power.

KEY DIMENSIONS
Contract Management
Hand over a clearly defined
contract management plan for
ongoing operations to continue
to preserve contract benefits.

Negotiation and
contract development
Boost negotiating power
and ensure your contracts
reflect best practice

Procurement Risk
Assessment
Ensure all key procurement and
commercial risks are highlighted
and addressed upfront

Project Initiation
Start off the project with
robust processes and clear
definition of requirements

Procurement Process

Stakeholder engagement

A clearly defined process
means decisions can be made
in a timely and transparent
manner ensuring confidence in
procurement outcomes.

Facilitate stakeholder
engagement to secure buy-in
and achieve sign-off on key
decisions in a timely manner,
reducing risk of project delays.

OUR PEOPLE
We have a team of highly
experienced procurement
consultants that are familiar with
working with a wide range of
procurement frameworks.
All our consultants have ‘hands-on’
experience of leading procurement
functions and major projects around
the world and are passionate about
the impact that procurement can
bring to an organisation.

Types of projects

Construction

Major
infrastracture

Fit outs

PPP

New builds

ICT

Renovations

Transport

Health and
hospitals

Equipment

As a global organisation, we can bring in expertise and case studies from around the world to
support the project. Benefits of using ArcBlue Project Procurement teams:
• Using ArcBlue means that clients don’t need to invest in large full-time procurement teams, but
can bring in temporary, specialist resource when they need to.
• Clients can focus on project delivery, rather than engaging and training up procurement employees
• Additional support can provided if the project needs to scale up
• Confidence that the procurement and commercial aspects of the project will be delivered on
time, on budget and ensuring suppliers are delivering to the right quality.

PROJECT PROCUREMENT RISK DIAGNOSTIC
Understand how well the procurement aspects of the project are positioned for success

Through a review of strategy, documents
and capability our team assesses the
project using the nine risk dials:

RISK DIALS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supply Market
Stakeholders
Capacity
Commercial
Legal Contract
Timeline
Systems
Org Capability
Governance

As the first step of the process, the ArcBlue team focuses on understanding the key contracting
risks that may impact the success of the project.
Too many major projects repeat the mistake that failure to focus sufficiently on procurement early
in the project will result in costly delays and variations.
An initial diagnostic will assess the commercial risks, investigate internal processes and provide a
clear diagnostic of the key project risks that exist and recommend controls and actions to ensure
the risks are managed.

CASE STUDY

The New Royal Adelaide Hospital

Challenge Statement
–– nRAH is the largest capital expenditure in Australia and one of the largest in the world
–– PPP to deliver state of the art facility
–– Procurement of over 2000 items of specialist medical equipment in excess of $100m value
–– Complex stakeholder management and dynamic program timing

Approach
–– Extensive and continuous Stakeholder management to ensure clinical staff buy in
–– Review Business Case and redefine technical and demand requirements
–– Establish Sourcing strategies through effective market analysis and acquisition planning
–– Ensure efficient and robust governance processes
–– Drive value through supplier engagement including competitive dialogue
–– Design and implement project management and change management plans
–– Design and implement a new Contract Management Framework

Results
–– Created a consultative requirements definition approach to enable go to market efficiencies
–– Provided responsiveness to a dynamic project timing plan to successful deliver a of broad
range of medical equipment including technical suites, complex monitoring equipment
and diagnostic equipment
–– Enabled stakeholder buy in to selection outcomes
–– Achieved substantial savings and value improvement outcomes
–– Ensured effective governance
–– Provided timely and effective project management and reporting
–– Established a new contract management model to enable effective commissioning and
operations management

Dave Forster, Director FFE Transition & Logistics

“

“

ArcBlue has demonstrated the value procurement professionals can bring to a
project. Throughout the life of nRAH they have excelled in managing complex
stakeholders; consistently shown an ability to anticipate and resolve problems
and provided high quality people who know what it takes to deliver results
new Royal Adelaide Hospital Project | www.newrah.sa.gov.au

About Us
ArcBlue is a specialist
procurement consultancy
and training group
operating around the globe.

Working with a wide range of public and private sector organisations; we
are passionate about the benefits that strategic procurement can bring.
Our services range from the delivery of complex sourcing projects to
leading organisational and sector procurement transformation programs.
Accelerate your learning path. Engaging ArcBlue to enhance the
knowledge and skill-set of your staff means a focused approach to learning
and a great return on investment. Talk to us today:
info@arcblue.com.au
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